
	
 Education funding is a hot item in the upcoming election.  Four weeks ago, in Lancer Letter #200 
entitled Budget Spin, I attempted to explain the assertions that education funding has been cut/increased by 
Governor Corbett.  Regardless of which rhetoric you want to believe, the fact is that our 2011-2012 GM budget 
had one million dollars less in spending than the previous year.  This is what has led me to name the period of 
time since then, the Slash Era.
	
 Using the term slash probably conjures the idea of slashing the budget, which is applicable.  But, it has 
also led to a different kind of slashing:  combining positions so that titles come with slashes.  Here is a list of the 
positions we’ve combined since I became superintendent:
	
 Athletic Trainer/Athletic Director (Rob Kennerknecht)
	
 Associate Principal/District Curriculm Coordinator (Jason Buto)
	
 Associate Principal/District Special Education Director (Mike Cannata)
	
 Elementary Principal/Federal Programs Coordinator (Mike Getz)
	
 Director of Buildings and Grounds/Transportation/Food Service (Dave Campbell)
	
 Administrative Assistant/Board Secretary/Public Relations Director (Marissa Orbanek)
	
 Associate Principal/District Technology Trainer (Pam Mackowski)

	
 The duties of the above seven positions used to be performed by 10 people and include an additional 
area of responsibility never previously assigned (public relations).  Combining these positions, and thus cutting 
costs significantly, has helped the district stay financially solvent during the most difficult economic era in the 
history of public education.  It is important to remember, though, that doing these jobs is not easy and the fact 
that we have not “missed a beat” is a credit to the people performing these multiple duties.
	
 Many of my colleagues in other districts thought we were crazy to allow some of these jobs to be 
combined.  The complexities and breadth of special education programming, for example, would make most 
superintendents nervous to not have one person fully dedicated to this highly litigious area.  Our special 
education program is now more organized, more aligned with requirements and has provided more training than 
ever before.  
	
 Similarly, I feel like our curriculum is well in order and we have made significant progress in aligning to 
the common core.   We have provided better direction to our elementary teachers in regard to the highly 
complex literacy program they deliver.
	
 The combination of the Athletic Trainer position with Athletic Director duties was another rare move.  
When we did this, there were only a few other schools in the state that had combined these positions.  It made 
sense, though, since the Athletic Trainer has to be at all the athletic events.  The additional administrative duties, 
for the mopst part, are handled before and after those events.
	
 Overall, these positions separated by slashes have been a good blend.  The employees who hold these 
positions do a great job but they do have to deal with some critical crunch times.  For example, the start of the 
fall sports season with 29% of high school students involved in a fall sport and many start-of-year 
administrative duties can be a very challenging time for the dual role in athletics.  The month of May is always 
a super-busy time in buildings so the added district duties for those also with building duties can be a challenge.
	
 Everyone has picked up more duties.  The principals in buildings who do not have district responsibility, 
still feel a pinch once in a while when an associate principal is off on a district duty.  I’ve even noticed picking 
up a few more hands-on duties as superintendent in the last two years to keep the ship afloat.
	
 I share this topic this week because I want the community to know that General McLane is blessed to 
have people filling these “slash” roles.  The time, competence and commitment required to perform these roles 
is significant.  The fact that we are functioning so well in the “slash era” is a credit to our people.
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